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Abstract

The presented study concentrates on the collection of emotional multimodal real-world in-car audio, video and physiological signal recordings while driving. To do so, three sensor systems were integrated in the car and four relevant emotional states of the driver were defined: neutral, positive, frustrated and anxious. To gather as natural as possible emotional data of the driver, the subjects perceived state of emotion, stress, sleepiness and thermal sensation but also detailed questionnaires on their driving experience, attitude towards technology and big five OCEAN personality traits. Afterwards, the data was annotated by expert labelers. Exemplary results of the evaluation of the experiments are given in the result section of this paper. They indicate that the emotional states were successfully induced and the annotation results are consistent for both performed annotation approaches.
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1. Introduction

While driving in a car, the driver can be affected by various emotionally challenging situations. They can either be triggered by the current driving situation, e.g. being cut off by another driver, or caused by a personal event, e.g. receiving good news. On the one hand, emotions can affect the driving behavior in positive and negative ways. By sensing fear, the driver is able to perceive a situation as a possible risk and adapt his driving towards the situation, while anger may lead to an underestimation of the risk level and therefore may increase the risk of causing an accident (Lu et al., 2013). On the other hand, positive as well as negative emotions can influence the driving performance in a negative way (Pecher et al., 2009; Rhodes and Pivikc, 2011; Taubman-Ben-Ari, 2012). Pecher et al. show that positive emotions (by listening to music) with high intensity lead the participants to drive with risky behavior (e.g. degraded lateral control, sudden speed decreases). In a similar way, Taubman-Ben-Ari shows that positive emotions (with raw intensity) tempt people to drive in a reckless manner. However, positive emotions are rarely considered in terms of road safety, as their occurrence is less common compared to negative emotions (Lewis et al., 2007).

Especially negative emotions such as anger can seriously influence the driving behavior. Already slight provocation can lead to aggressive, violent and hostile driving and can result in road rage. Road rage or aggressive driving is a syndrome of frustration-driven behaviors, enabled by the driver’s environment (Shinar, 1998). Frustrating situations, as traffic congestion or delays, can lead to anger emotions in a driving context that conclude in aggressive driving (Shinar, 1998; Zhang et al., 2015). Road rage can be expressed in extenuated ways such as verbal abuse or headlight flashing, but also in more dangerous ways such as traffic weaving, tailgating or aggressive braking (Garase, 2006).

Another negative emotion which should be addressed is fear. This includes anxious drivers who are afraid of driving itself, for example caused by stressful situations while driving, but also anxiety induced by driving in a self-driving/autonomous car. In this study we will focus on the second cause. A survey from the American Automobile Association revealed that 3/4 of U.S. drivers reported to feel afraid to drive in a self-driving car (American Automobile Association, 2017). A reason of this new form of driving anxiety is the fact that recent car functionalities (e.g. adaptive cruise control, lane keeping, self-parking system) take over more and more control from the driver. This transmits a feeling of not being in control of the situation (Koo et al., 2015).

To mitigate this negative safety impact of emotionally affected drivers, we aim to develop a driver monitoring system which detects emotional states of the driver and is able to take over control in critical situations. End users’ surveys have shown, that potential users are willing to hand over the control to the car in safety critical situation (e.g. bad weather or road conditions), as well as for comfort reasons (e.g. traffic jam or road works) (Willstrand et al., 2017). 64% of the users were positive to get informed and warned by the car when being in a critical driver state, 16% would even consider a full handover of the control to the car. In the study presented here a special focus will be drawn on the impact of negative emotions. Therefore, a suitable database
is needed, aligned to the needs of this research objective. The presented study will focus on four emotional states of the driver: neutral, positive, frustration and anxiety. For each of these emotional states a specific experiment is designed. The developed system should be able to distinguish between these four types of emotional drivers and draw a conclusion on the capability of the driver to safely interact in road traffic.

2. Related work

There are various studies concentrating on the appearance of affects while driving (e.g. Grimm et al., 2007a and Eyben et al., 2010). Available datasets are mostly limited to the application of in-car speech recognition but not designed to evaluate the driver’s emotional state. These are for example the AV@CAR Spanish multichannel multimodal corpus for in-vehicle automatic audio-visual speech recognition (Ortega et al., 2004) and AVICAR audio-visual speech corpus in car environment (Lee et al., 2004). The number of corpora consisting of natural real-world in-car emotional speech data is still limited, a corpus of multimodal audio-visual and physiological data is yet unknown. Available corpora concentrate either on already existing well known emotional datasets like the Berlin Database of Emotional Speech (Burkhardt et al., 2005), the Danish Emotional Speech corpus (Engbert and Hansen, 1996) or the eNTERFACE’05 Audio-Visual Emotion Database (Martin et al., 2006) and additive real car noises in different conditions as presented in Grimm et al., 2007b, or focus only on basic modalities such as separate video and audio (Tawari and Trivedi, 2010) or physiological signals (Katsis et al., 2008). Other authors like Abdi´c et al. and Malta et al. focus on the evaluation of frustration but leave other car-related emotional states disregarded (Abdi´c et al., 2016) Malta et al., 2011 [Hme et al., in press].

The main disadvantage of most of the presented works is the disregard of in-car acoustics. By superimposing noise, the acoustic characteristic of the car is being left unconsidered. This cannot be compensated by additively overlaying real in-car noise recordings as presented in Jones and Jonsen, 2007, as the replaying of car noises through stereo speakers differs significantly from real in-car acoustics. In Lotz et al., 2018 it was shown that it is also not sufficient to replay standard emotional corpora in a real car environment, as the SNR and classification performance can differ significantly for different recording setups of the original dataset. Botinhao et al. investigate the effect of different speaking styles, noise levels and listener age on speech intelligibility. Further, not only different in-car acoustics influence the speech signals’ quality significantly but also different types of route taken, weather conditions, background noise in the car and whether the windows are open or closed Botinhao and Yamagishi, 2017. Furthermore, also the movement of the car needs to be considered. This effects the mounting of all considered sensors and will lead to random noise in the recorded signals.

A big advantage of the developed data set is that all recordings were done in a real-world in-car environment while driving. By not only letting the subject perform small interaction tasks with car assistant systems, which will not lead to pure natural speech, but by also conducting conversation-like interviews, we obtain more natural information considering the driver’s speech and facial expressions. By inducing natural emotions, we are able to also consider physiological signals for further analysis.

3. Test Environment

3.1 Test Vehicle and Environment

The test vehicle of the data collection was the research vehicle FASCar (Fischer et al., 2014). The FASCar is a test vehicle for testing driver assistance systems and automated driving functions. It is equipped with a unique steer-by-wire system to support innovative haptic feedback and intervention strategies. For the safety driver/co-driver an additional brake pedal is available DLR, 2017. All experiments were carried out on the DLR test ground at the DLR compound in Braunschweig, Germany, which is a designated test ground for driving experiments. As the test vehicle is not permitted to drive on open road, this ensured the most natural driving experience and driving environment for the participants, comparable to road traffic in quiet residential areas. On the site, driving is allowed with a maximum speed of 30 km/h on a fixed driving course (see Figure 1). One round course of roughly 900 meters on the available streets in the site took approx. 2.5 min. To ensure comparability of all recordings, the data was collected during day light and under similar and constant weather conditions. Termination criteria for in-car audio recordings were strong rain and/or thunderstorm. In addition to the participant, two further persons were in the car, one investigator sitting on the passenger seat, and one technician for the supervision of the sensor data recording sitting on the rear bench behind the passenger seat.

Figure 1: Driving course at DLR compound in Braunschweig. Germany (map taken from https://www.openstreetmap.de/).

3.2 Sensor integration

The test vehicle was equipped with a microphone, video and physiological sensing system.

The audio speech stream was recorded using two Shure VP 82 shotgun microphones attached to the dashboard above the steering wheel and close to the right A-pillar using elastic mounting to dampen the car’s movement. Additionally, to collect high quality reference recordings, a Sennheiser HSP-4 EW-3 headset microphone was worn by the driver. The microphone tracks were synchronized using a Steinberg UR44 audio interface stored in the trunk of the car. Video images were captured using a Smart Eye Pro
(SEP) Multi Camera System (Smart Eye AB, Gothenburg, Sweden, www.smarteye.se) including two high resolution cameras with infrared (IR) filters and active IR illumination attached to the dashboard on both sides of the steering wheel. Peripheral physiological data was recorded using the wireless sensor system Spacebit Heally to measure the electrocardiogram (ECG) and galvanic skin response (GSR). It consists of a finger sensor and a standard 3-lead ECG wearable. The signals are transmitted via Bluetooth to a computer. The sensors integrated onto the dashboard of the test vehicle are depicted in figure 2.

All sensor systems were triggered by a time synchronous signal coming from SEP, to ensure the synchronicity of all systems.

4. Data Characteristics

4.1. Involved Participants

Data was gathered from 30 participants of one age group (25 - 40 years). All of them were native standard German speakers without speaking disorders. For safety reasons, only drivers with a valid driver’s license and an annual mileage of at least 5000 km were considered. Further exclusion criteria were: Pregnancy, physical impairment, heart and/or neurological problems, partial or total deafness and medical or alcohol consumption. All participants provided written informed consent to participate in the study and received 30 € as reimbursement for participation. After the study, the participants were fully informed about the goals of the study. The procedure of the study was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg, Germany (ethics-number: 153/17).

4.2. Considered Emotional States

This study concentrates only on the driver-relevant states. Therefore, four emotional states occurring frequently while driving a car were defined. These include neutral, positive, frustrated and anxious drivers. It can be assumed that the most commonly occurring emotional state is neutral. To be able to consider a broad range of emotional states and at the same time distinguish between emotions having a highly risky impact on the driving performance, all positive emotions were summarized into the driver state “positive”, while the relevant negative emotions were subdivided into “frustrated/angry” and “anxious/fearful”. As the collected data will be used to train machine learning algorithms, it is not reasonable to distinguish between separate states of frustration and anger, and anxiety and fear, respectively (Devillers et al., 2005). The characteristic features of the data collected for these states is assumed to be very similar. Therefore, the algorithms will not be able to differentiate between them. The authors of this paper are aware of the fact that from a psychological point of view there is a difference between frustration and anger, and anxiety and fear, but this issue will not be addressed in this paper.

To define these states, the circumplex model of emotions concepts (Russell and Lemay, 2000) was used. This defines the neutral emotional state in a region around the origin of the valence/arousal-axis with moderate arousal and neutral valence, the positive emotional state as all positive expressions with a positive valence, and frustration and anxiety both with high arousal and negative valence (cf. Figure 3). Therefore, to be able to distinguish between frustration and anxiety, additional definitions were concluded. Frustration/anger is defined as the unpleasant feeling occurring in situations in which a person is detained from reaching a desired outcome/goal and anxiety as the unpleasant feeling of dread over anticipated negative events (Lazarus, 1991; Schmidt-Daffy, 2013). According to these definitions, scenarios for each emotional state were designed.

4.3. Emotional Scenarios

The scenarios were designed such that the driving itself would only minimally influence the emotional state of the driver. Participants drove five rounds per scenario. Each scenario started with one round as baseline. The four following rounds depended on the scenario and are described in the remainder of this section. The order of the scenarios was kept constant starting with the neutral scenario followed by positive, frustrated, and anxious. The emotions were induced by conducting experimental studies and interview-like conversations. The experimental studies were assisted by the interviewer reinforcing the situation. In the presented scenarios the co-driver was a trained psychologist who took the role of the interviewer. He did not hesitate to react to the driver’s answers and ask follow up questions to keep the conversation alive. Afterwards, the driver was asked to narrate a situation where he felt the considered emotion. By memorizing/narrating an emotional experience, this emotion can be recalled by the driver.
and is reflected in his facial expressions, speech and physiological signals. This is a commonly used method to induce emotions also used in (Martin et al., 2006), (Amir et al., 2000) and (Forgas, 2002).

neutral: After the baseline round, the investigator initiated a conversation with the participant on a neutral topic (e.g. on educational background, basic personal information, weather etc.) which lasted roughly two rounds. In the last two rounds, the participant drove without conversation to gather baseline information on the facial expression of the driver.

positive: After the baseline round, to not reveal the research objective of the study, the participants were told that a check of the sound quality is necessary and a sound file needed to be played during the following two rounds. This sound file comprised two episodes of a funny radio podcast “Wir sind die Freeses.” of the radio station NDR2 (Altenburg, 2017), which is well-known in this region of Germany. In the last two rounds, the investigator started a conversation with the participant on the show, followed up with positive topics (happy situations, holidays) and repeatedly asked the participant to narrate situations in which s/he felt positive/happy.

frustrated/angry: For this scenario, participants were told that the goal of this drive is to evaluate a speech-based navigation system, which was briefly introduced by the investigator before the drive. The participants had the task to enter a certain address and start the navigation. The participants were also told that one of the main innovations of the navigation system was its capability to recognize whether the user is talking to the system or to other people in the car. The navigation system was a mock-up created with MS Power Point, which was controlled by the technician on the rear bench in a Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ)-like scenario. Participants were asked to “think aloud” while interacting with the system, which means that they should utter any thoughts about and experiences with the systems.

The drive started again with one baseline round. Following this, the participant interacted with the navigation system for two rounds. In order to induce frustration, the technician regularly “misunderstood” certain commands of the participant and elicited wrong selections, so that the participant could not finalize the selection for a couple of minutes. After that the investigator initiated a conversation on similarly frustrating experiences, e.g. in interaction with technological systems or while driving. During the course of the conversation (for another two rounds), the investigator encouraged the participant to narrate frustrating situations.

anxious: Again the scenario started with a baseline round. Then, the participant was told that a usability evaluation of an automated brake assistant would follow, in which the participant was asked to “think aloud” again. The brake assistant would only brake at certain locations, namely when the car is about to pass two traffic cones on the side of the road. Before braking, the system would present three audio warning tones. However, similar to the previous scenario, the system was controlled by a WOZ (which was the investigator on the passenger seat who had a second brake pedal). In total, three locations on the track were marked with traffic cones. Initially, the system worked just fine and braked at the marking preceded by the warning tone. Then, however, the WOZ started to brake or play the tone without braking at random locations on the track.

The goal of this procedure was that the participant would pair the tone with the sudden brake. In the following this happened over and over again, so that the participants anticipated the negative event of the brake when the tone started, which created the anxiety of the upcoming abrupt brake. The brake assistant was “active” for two rounds. After this, the investigator initiated a conversation on similar situations or experiences in the car, in which other road participants or assistance systems behaved in a way that created anxiety or uncertainty. The conversation lasted for two rounds.

5. Assessment Methodology
5.1. Questionnaires
Before the data collection, the participants filled out a basic demographic questionnaire including questions about their driving experience. In addition, the participants had to complete the ATI-scale measuring their attitude towards technology (Franke et al., 2017) and the Big Five Inventory (BFI-10) (Rammstedt and John, 2007) to assess the big five OCEAN personality traits: openness on experience (O), conscientiousness (C), extraversion (E), agreeableness (A), neuroticism (N). Moreover, the participants’ emotional baseline was assessed using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) (Bradley and Lang, 1994) on the dimensions valence, arousal and dominance as well as the Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) (Scherer et al., 2013). For the GEW, the participants were asked to rate all emotions in the wheel (alternative 3). In addition, one item assessing the novelty of the situation was filled in by the participants. After each drive, the participants filled in the GEW plus three dummy questionnaires to camouflage the actual purpose of
the study (Karolinska Sleepiness Scale, (Akerstedt and Gillberg, 1990); Stress Scale, (Dahlgren et al., 2005); Scale of Thermal Sensation, (Gagge et al., 1967)). After all drives, the participants filled out a questionnaire asking detailed questions on their emotional experiences during the drives. These included among others the SAM scales and novelty item as well as free input on their experienced emotions during each drive.

5.2. Ground Truth
The considered emotional states were defined using the circumplex model of emotions concepts (see section 4.2.). By using the valence and arousal level to define the emotions, we could overcome the use of a garbage class in the annotation of the data. We opted for an annotation in two stages, this made the annotation process more controllable for the labelers. The annotation was conducted as followed:

1. Annotation of valence and arousal using the 5-point SAM scale (Bradley and Lang, 1994). The outcome of the labeling was averaged over all labelers.

2. Categorical annotation of emotions into neutral, positive, frustrated/angry, anxious/fearful and free space to insert a different emotional state.

Additionally to the perceived emotional state, the labelers should also give feedback on how satisfied they were with their decision. From the satisfaction level the reliance of their decision could be concluded, e.g. if they were very dissatisfied with their emotional assessment. This implied that they were very indecisive in their decision and vice versa. To do so, a 5-point Likert-scale (1-Very dissatisfied, 2-Dissatisfied, 3-Unsure, 4-Satisfied, 5-Very satisfied) was used.

For all considered modalities, the data was rated by expert labelers. To receive feasible results by the labelers, at least 3 labelers were employed and their inter-rate reliability of the assessed emotional states was determined using Krippendorf’s alpha. Using the inter-rater reliability, we could exclude outliers before averaging the result over the remaining labelers (Siegert et al., 2014).

For acoustic annotation, the ikannote labeling tool (Böck et al., 2011) was used. The collected audio data was divided into short audio snippets of the same length and annotated afterwards. For the video annotation, the CAPTIV-L2100 software was used. The video signal was annotated in sequences of the same emotional state. All tools were adapted to the above mentioned requirement of the annotation.

The outcome of the audio and video annotation were used as ground truth for the physiological data. Depending on the reliance of the decision of the labelers, either the annotation results of the audio or video data were used. Additionally to the expert rating, the results of the subjective self-reported feedback forms, filled out by each driver after every emotion scenario, were used as reference value of success for the emotion induction.

6. Study Realization
Before the data collection the participant filled out a self-reported personality questionnaire on the big five OCEAN personality traits and a general questionnaire on personal information. Then the driver was equipped with the physiological sensors (wristband and ECG electrodes on chest), a headset microphone, and the SEP camera system was calibrated. The outfitting of the driver took approx. 20 min. Afterwards, a short period of acclimatization (5 min) was given to the driver to get used to the equipment. During this time, the driver was introduced to the co-driver of the experiment and became acquainted with him. This was important as the co-driver took the role of the investigator in the different emotion scenarios. Therefore, the co-driver needed to be a trained psychologist. After the acclimatization, the driver got in the car. In total, three persons were present in the car while conducting the experiments: the participant himself, the investigator sitting on the passenger seat, and one technician for the supervision of the sensor data recording sitting on the rear bench behind the passenger seat. The driving scenarios were fixed for all participants as depicted in figure 1.

For each emotional state, the experimental setup was as followed: 2.5 min of baseline driving without distraction of the driver to gather baseline data of the physiological data of the participant; 5 min of driving while conducting a task; 5 min of conversation with the investigator; 2 min filling out questionnaires.

The completion of the different emotional scenarios took in total approx. 10 to 15 min. In between every emotion scenario, the driver had at least 5 minutes of recess to get back to baseline. Depending on the intensity of the driver’s emotional state, this time span was extended. At the beginning of each break, the driver was asked to fill out a short subjective self-reported feedback form on his emotional, sleepiness, stress and thermal state.

At the end of the study, the driver was debriefed by the test leader and a special debriefing information sheet was handed out to the participant. This debriefing also included discovering the detailed research objective of the data collection, which was detained from the participant previously. During an interview-like conversation, the driver was asked to give detailed subjective feedback on the recently experienced situations/moments. This was assisted by the interviewer who filled out a specially designed feedback form containing the answers given by the participant. This took approx. 15 min.

The data collection of one participant took approx. 180 min, in total.

7. Exemplary Results
This section will give a broad overview on the results by presenting the audio annotation of one exemplary participant. This participant was a male driver of 29 years. The evaluation of the demographic questionnaire shows a frequent usage of motorized vehicles with little experience in using advanced driver assistance systems. Form the ATI-scale a value of 4.8 was evaluated, which indicates an above-average positive attitude towards technology. From the BFI-10, it was drawn that the participant is strongly open to experience, shows high conscientiousness and high agreeableness. The results of the audio annotation will be presented in the remainder of this section, including a com-
parison with the self-reported feedback gathered from the GEW and detailed end-questionnaire.

7.1. Audio Annotation
For the audio annotation, three female labelers were employed. The inter-rater reliability of all three labelers can be seen in the first row of Table 1. It shows an accordance for the labels of 0.27 for the annotation of the valence, 0.21 for annotation of arousal and 0.27 for the categorical annotation. By considering all labelers separately it was noticed, that one of the three labelers showed significant differences in the annotation result. This labeler was also not satisfied with some of the annotation results, while the other labelers never chose “dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied” as satisfaction level. Therefore, this labeler was excluded for the further analysis of the results. The inter-rater reliability for the remaining two labelers could be increased to 0.39, 0.33 and 0.38, respectively. This is a reasonable result for the annotation of highly natural emotional audio data samples (Siegert et al., 2014).

Table 1: Inter-rater reliability of all labelers vs. best two labelers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labelers</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, the labelers annotated 14 min of speech resulting in 556 speech samples. The labeling process took on average 4.3 hrs. In this time, the samples were annotated into the dimensions valence-arousal, into the categories neutral, positive, frustrated/angry and anxious/fearful, and the labelers rated the satisfactory-level of the annotation. By considering the labelers’ satisfactory-level, outliers were excluded from the sample-set before averaging the results over the remaining labelers. For the presented participant, the remaining labelers were never “dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied” with their decision, this is why no samples were excluded from the sample-set.

For the valence-arousal annotation, the annotation results are presented as mapping onto the four quadrants of the circumplex model as pictured in figure 3. To transform the valence-arousal annotation results into these dimensional categories, the annotated SAM scale values (1-5) were averaged over the remaining two labelers. The origin of the two dimensions, in which the region of the neutral emotional state is located, is allocated to the valence and arousal value of 3. The neutral emotional state is defined as the region around the origin, with valence and arousal values lying within the scale (2-4). All values outside of this region are located in “q1”, “q2”, “q3” and “q4”, or on the x/y-axes of the two dimensions. This approach resulted in 297 samples in region “n”, 0 in “q1”, 43 in “q2”, 145 in “q3” and 3 in “q4”. From those speech samples lying on the x/y-axes of the two dimensions, only samples with low arousal and neutral valence were recognized by the labelers (68).

For the annotation of the emotional categories, only those samples annotated consistently by both remaining labelers were evaluated. In case of a high inter-rater reliability for all three labelers, a majority voting would have been carried out. This is not possible in case of two labelers. The results of the labelers was consistent for 263 samples. The corresponding annotation results are: 68 samples labeled as neutral, 48 as positive, 60 as frustrated/angry, 87 as anxious/fearful and none of the speech samples was annotated as different emotional states. The majority of the confusion between samples where the labelers did not find a consistent label was distributed equally between neutral and any other emotional state (202). This is expectable because of the high naturalness of the recorded samples.

Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of the categorical and dimensional annotation results. The entries marked in green indicate a suitable assignment between the categorical and dimensional annotation. Red entries indicate an unsuitable assignment. This implies a high consistency of the dimensional and categorical annotation in case of high values for green entries and low values for red values, which is given in this case. Entries marked in yellow are confusions of the categorical results with the neutral region of the dimensional approach. This is reasonable, as highly natural emotional samples of low emotional content and expressivity were examined. By optimizing the transformation of the dimensional annotation results, the accuracy of the two annotation approaches can be improved. Because of the high naturalness of the recorded audio samples, the neutral region around the origin of the dimensional approach needs to be reduced, to also be able to track small changes in the valence and arousal level. It is also noticed that those samples categorically annotated as neutral were of low arousal and neutral valence. This is in line with the emotional models presented in (Holzapfel et al., 2002) and (Almeida et al., 2016).

7.2. Evaluation of Questionnaires
The subjective self-reported questionnaires, conducted before and after the experiment, as well as the GEW, filled out by the participant in between each emotional scenario, were used to confirm a successful inducement of emotions. Evaluating the questionnaires and scales, the participant stated to be in a neutral emotional state while conducting the neutral experiment, with neutral valence, low arousal and moderate dominance. While conducting the positive experiment, he stated to be in a positive mood with moderate arousal and moderate dominance. While conducting the frustrated experiment, he stated to be in a negative state of valence, moderate arousal and very low dominance. He
verified this statement by mentioning that he felt frustrated and a bit ashamed. For the anxious experiment, the participant stated a negative valence, high arousal and moderate dominance, which was confirmed by his statement of being insecure while conducting the experiment leading to an anxious and confused feeling. From these statements we can assume that the induction of the emotional states was realized successfully.

8. Conclusion and Outlook
This paper presents the collection of emotional multimodal real-world in-car audio, video and physiological signal recordings. The aim of this study was to be able to recognize behavioral factors of drivers while driving in a car, focusing on the emotional state of the driver. By conducting the presented experiments, it is possible to obtain multimodal, essentially natural emotional data, which enables a monitoring of the driver’s emotional state. This could also be confirmed by the annotation results and participants’ subjective feedback on the conducted experiments. This was exemplarily presented by evaluating the results of one randomly chosen participant of the study. It could be shown that the outcome of the two presented annotation approaches are consistent in their results and indicate a high naturalness of the annotated speech samples.

Description of the full data set, and corresponding annotation statistics, will be reported in a forthcoming paper. This will also include results of usability of the data for developing monitoring systems for mitigating the negative safety impact of emotionally affected drivers.
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